1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

The tight regulation of growth, cell division and cell death is absolutely required to maintain organ shape and functions. The high cell turnover of some organs (*e.g.*, gut cell can be totally renewed within five days \[[@bib0005]\]) and their regenerative capacity is based on the coordination between cell proliferation, cell growth and cell death. While cell intrinsic pathways that regulate those parameters are very well known, the mechanisms at the basis of their coordination are still poorly understood. This coordination has been mostly studied in the framework of direct cell-cell communication (paracrine signal, contact dependent communication) and long range communication (diffusive molecules, cytonemes). More recently, the contribution of cell shape and local tissue mechanics to this coordination has gained a lot of interest. This is in agreement with the impact of cell mechanics on several central regulators of cell growth and survival \[[@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020]\].

The initiation and expansion of tumours is associated with abnormal regulation of cell growth and cell survival. This missregulation is mostly driven by cell intrinsic factors and accumulation of mutations in the genes regulating those processes \[[@bib0025]\]. Yet, it is nowadays clear that the tumour microenvironment and non-cell autonomous factors also have a strong impact on tumour initiation and progression \[[@bib0030]\]. This role is particularly relevant in light of the recent reports showing that the probability to observe spontaneous tumorigenic mutations in adult tissues is much higher than the prevalence of cancer \[[@bib0035],[@bib0040]\]. Mechanical forces experienced by tumour cells and neighbouring cells is part of those microenvironment effects and were shown to affect every step of tumour progression, from tumour initiation and growth to metastasis formation \[[@bib0045],[@bib0050]\].

Cell competition is a process that triggers preferential elimination of one cell population by another through apoptosis \[[@bib0055], [@bib0060], [@bib0065]\]. This concept was initially discovered more than fourty years ago by Pedro Ripoll and Gines Morata while studying the behavior of mosaic tissues in *Drosophila* \[[@bib0070]\]. By inducing *Minute* mutants (dominant mutations affecting the production of Ribosomes \[[@bib0075]\]), they showed that *Minute/+* heterozygous clones are eliminated from growing tissues when surrounded by wild type (WT) cells. This observation was intriguing since *Minute/+* mutant flies showed virtually no defects apart from a slight developmental delay. Later on, other genetic modifications (*e.g.*: higher levels of the proto-oncogene Myc) were shown to generate "aggressive" clones that could eliminate and fully replace the neighbouring WT cells without visible tissue defects \[[@bib0080],[@bib0085]\]. This "supercompetition" was proposed to promote the early expansion of pretumoural cells and tumour initiation in a process akin to field cancerization \[[@bib0090]\]. The number of tissue and mutations triggering competitive interactions has been constantly increasing in the past few years \[[@bib0055]\]. It is nowadays also clear that this process is also conserved in mammals \[[@bib0095]\]. Yet, the mechanisms that trigger preferential elimination of one cell population are still actively debated. Three non-exclusive mechanisms have been proposed to participate to cell elimination: competition for limiting extracellular survival factors, competition driven by contact-dependent death induction and more recently competition triggered by mechanical stress \[[@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110]\]. The later came into light recently when it was shown that cell compaction and differential sensitivity to mechanical stress could promote competitive interactions between cells \[[@bib0115],[@bib0120]\] and could either eliminate preferentially pretumoural cells \[[@bib0120]\] or promote the expansion of pretumoural clones \[[@bib0115],[@bib0125],[@bib0130]\]. This so called mechanical cell competition is now emerging as a new category of cell competition which may be relevant in several physiological and pathological contexts \[[@bib0060],[@bib0110], [@bib0115], [@bib0120]\].

In this review, I will describe the concept of mechanical cell competition by introducing the key parameters regulating such competitive interactions, and describe recent advances in the identification of the pathways regulating compaction-driven death. I will then describe rapidly the relationship between mechanical cell competition and other mechanisms of cell competition. I will then discuss the relevance of mechanical cell competition in tumour initiation and progression by documenting the effect of the mechanical environment associated with tumour growth, and the impact of residual stress (see [Box 1](#tb0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}) on tumour progression and intratumoural competition.Box 1Definition of the mechanical terms**Stress:** Internal forces exerted by the components of a material on each other. It is a force per unit of area and has the same dimension as pressure (unit: Pascal).**Solid stress:** Residual stress that accumulates in the solid components of a tissue following differential growth. This stress is independent of fluid pressure. Residual stress is the stress that remains in a solid material despite the removal of the initial causes of the stress.**Strain:** Dimensionless parameter that measures the geometric deformation of a material relative to its initial shape.**Pressure:** Force applied per unit of area to the surface of an object orthogonal to its boundaries (unit: Pascal)**Tension:** Reaction force applied by a stretched object, opposite of compression (unit: Newton)**Surface tension:** Describes the tendency of a fluid surface to minimise its surface area. The amount of energy required to deform this surface is proportional to the surface tension (dimension: energy per unit of area or force per unit of length).**Line tension:** Tension at the interface between two fluids or solids. Commonly used to describe tension between two cells (dimension: energy per unit of length). Line tension in an epithelium will be increased by acto-myosin contractility, and reduced by cell-cell adhesion.**Stiffness:** Describes how much an object deform in response to a force. Measured by the Young modulus (force per unit of area, in Pascal).Alt-text: Box 1

2. Cell competition triggered by mechanical stress: from the initial hypothesis to the experimental validation {#sec0010}
==============================================================================================================

2.1. Initial hypothesis and theoretical grounds {#sec0015}
-----------------------------------------------

In a seminal paper, Boris Shraiman proposed more than ten years ago that mechanical stress generated by differential growth could be at the basis of competitive interactions between cells \[[@bib0135]\]. In many tissues, cell-cell contacts remain tight and the relative displacement of cells is very low. As such, tissues behave like solids which have little capacity to dissipate mechanical stress. In this environment, a relative increase of cell proliferation/growth in a subpopulation should push on the neighbouring cells, which will conversely resist to this pushing. On long time scales, differential growth will build up pressure in the tissue, particularly in the fast growing population and its local environment ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A--C). Intuitively, one would expect that such compression will strongly impair the capacity of the fast growing population to expand. There is indeed a growing body of evidences showing that compression/negative strain (see [Box 1](#tb0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}) can significantly slow down cell proliferation and cell growth \[[@bib0140], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155], [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0170], [@bib0175]\]. How then could this mechanical stress promote the expansion of one population at the expanse of the other? Here is where Boris Shraiman introduced the concept of differential sensitivity to mechanical stress: if the neighbouring slow-growing cells die at lower pressure compared to the fast-growing population, this will be sufficient to trigger preferential elimination of the neighbouring cells. This will lead to space and pressure release and further expansion of the fast growing population ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A,D) \[[@bib0135]\]. This model was particularly relevant for cell competition as most of the mutations associated with competition were affecting growth rate \[[@bib0060]\]. However, it initially had little impact in the field probably because several important hypotheses of this model remained to be demonstrated experimentally. First, there was at the time no clear evidence that compaction/compression could induce cell death *in vivo*. Secondly, it would require that different cell types have different sensitivity to mechanical stress, which remained to be demonstrated. Third, it required that stress is not dissipated through cell movements and neighbor exchanges. The later hypothesis was reasonable for many tissues, including the main tissue used to study cell competition: the wing imaginal disc of *Drosophila* (an epithelial sac of the larvae that will form the adult wing). The higher proliferation rate in the centre of this tissue can generate compaction of the central population and stretching of the cells at the periphery \[[@bib0180],[@bib0185]\] ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B), suggesting that the mechanical stress is not dissipated by cell movements and neighbour exchanges. Similarly, induction of growth in clones recapitulates the same pattern of deformation: compaction of the fast growing population and stretching of the neighbouring cells \[[@bib0155],[@bib0180],[@bib0185]\]. Yet, this hypothesis may not be valid for all the conditions associated with cell competition. Several competition scenarios (Myc, Minute) were associated with the intermingling of the two cell populations and high cell-cell movements, which should dissipate mechanical stress and prevents its accumulation \[[@bib0190], [@bib0195], [@bib0200]\].Fig. 1Competition for space driven by differential growth and homeostatic pressure.A: Tissue deformation and cell elimination upon overproliferation of a subpopulation (purple, pretumoural cells) in an epithelium. Red cells are dying/extruding cells in the scenario where green cells are more sensitive to compaction. Cell elimination accelerates purple clone expansion. **B:** Resulting stress and local deformation (strain) of the cells. The clone (purple) is compressed while the periphery is rather stretched (green). Central cells are homogenously compressed (dotted purple circle: initial shape, plain purple line: final shape), cells at the periphery are stretched tangentially to the clone, and compacted radially (dotted green circle: initial shape, plain green line: final shape). **C:** Profile of pressure within the tissue (clone margins shown in dashed lines), fast growing cells in purple, slow growing cells in green. Adapted from \[[@bib0135]\]. D: Hypothetic rate of elimination for a given pressure for the green and the purple cells. The dashed line corresponds to the pressure value at the clone margin. **E:** Rate of proliferation (grey) and rate of cell death (red) for a given pressure. The dashed line is the cell homeostatic pressure. F: Hypothetical set-up to reveal cell homeostatic pressure (adapted from \[[@bib0205]\]). A cell population grows in a chamber with a piston. The more cells push on the boundary, the higher the resulting force is (due to the spring compression). The green population expands until pressure reaches the homeostatic pressure (P homeo) where cell proliferation/growth is compensated by cell death (red cells).Fig. 1

Other theoretical frameworks also proposed a role for mechanics in competitive interactions between cells. This includes the concept of homeostatic pressure introduced by M. Basan et al. \[[@bib0205],[@bib0210]\], which assumes the existence of a precise pressure at which cell proliferation and growth is perfectly compensated by cell death ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}E,F). This was based on the assumption that both cell survival and cell proliferation are modulated by pressure. In this framework, cell population in a finite volume will grow until reaching a pressure corresponding to its homeostatic pressure ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}E,F). However, if one population has a higher homeostatic pressure than another, the former will always eventually eliminate the later, irrespective of the relative growth rate of the two populations in absence of mechanical constrains. While measuring tissue pressure remains a challenging task, the concept of homeostatic pressure could be analogous to the existence of different homeostatic densities between different cell types (see below and \[[@bib0120],[@bib0215]\]). In principle, local tissue pressure should correlate positively with cell density and characterization of the density of a cell population at equilibrium should be a good proxy for its homeostatic pressure. The assumptions of those models are similar to the one described in Shraiman's model, namely that different cell types respond differentially to pressure, and emphasis the role of the balance between proliferation and cell death even in homeostatic tissue.

2.2. Tissue compaction can trigger cell elimination {#sec0020}
---------------------------------------------------

Those models came again into light when it was shown later that compaction of epithelial cells could trigger their elimination (a key hypothesis of those two models). Using stretchable substrates, Eisenhoffer and colleagues have shown that a 30% increase of density of MDCK cells led to a rapid increase of the rate of cell extrusion (the concerted exit of cells from the epithelial layer \[[@bib0220]\]) and cell death until the tissue reached back its steady state density \[[@bib0225]\]. Similarly, Marinari and colleagues showed that a large proportion of cell extrusion occurring in the midline region of the *Drosophila* pupal notum (a single layer epithelium) could be explained by the local compaction of the tissue \[[@bib0230]\], which was confirmed later through other experimental approaches \[[@bib0115]\]. Those initial works validated experimentally for the first time the potential effect of cell and tissue deformation on epithelial cell survival.

Other works also suggested previously that cell compaction could trigger cell elimination. For instance, a reduction of cell surface by changing the spacing of ECM (Extra Cellular Matrix) spots is sufficient to trigger apoptosis in single endothelial cells \[[@bib0175]\]. Several groups have also exposed single cells to high hydrostatic pressures using pistons. For instance a 10 min exposure to 0.5−0.7 MPa (1 MPa is equal to 10 times the atmospheric pressure) can trigger ganglion neuron cell death \[[@bib0235]\]. A 30 min exposure to 85--200 MPa is necessary to induce apoptosis 8 h later in lymphoblasts \[[@bib0240]\]. While those conditions are far away from the physiological pressure levels (several order of magnitudes more that the pressure observed in osteoblasts, 100--300 kPa \[[@bib0245]\]), they suggest that compression is sufficient to trigger cell death and that different cell types have differential sensitivity to compression, in agreement with the hypothesis described in the previous section. Other experimental set ups have been used to compress cells in more realistic ranges. For instance, high osmolarity has been used to reduce glioma cell volume by 30% for 8 h, which was sufficient to induce apoptosis and maintain effector caspase activation \[[@bib0250]\]. Alternatively, pressures ranging from 1 kPa to 100 kPa have been applied to 3D cell aggregates (so called spheroid) either by modulating the elastic modulus of the gel in which cells where embedded \[[@bib0255], [@bib0260], [@bib0265]\] or by modifying the osmolarity of the external media \[[@bib0150]\]. Interestingly, a pressure of 4 kPa was sufficient to increase apoptosis in spheroid composed of murine mammary carcinoma cells \[[@bib0260]\] while 7--13 kPa pressure did not affect the rate of apoptosis in spheroid composed of human colon adenocarcinoma cells \[[@bib0150],[@bib0255]\]. Altogether, those works confirmed that 3D cell compaction can trigger cell death. Moreover, the results of those studies already suggested that different cell types may have differential sensitivity to compressive forces and compaction, in agreement with the hypothesis required for mechanical competition.

2.3. Experimental validations of mechanical cell competition {#sec0025}
------------------------------------------------------------

Cell competition has been mostly studied in epithelial tissues. As such, the fact that epithelial crowding could induce cell extrusion was particularly relevant \[[@bib0225],[@bib0230]\]. However, those two initial studies suggested that extrusion was independent of caspase activation and that cell death was a consequence of anoikis (death triggered by loss of cell-cell and cell-ECM contacts). More specifically, crowding induced extrusion in the *Drosophilla* pupal notum was suggested to be driven by spontaneous junction remodeling, independently of any dedicated signaling pathways \[[@bib0230],[@bib0270]\]. It was therefore difficult to understand how in this framework different cell populations within an epithelium would respond differentially to mechanical compaction. Two later studies confirmed however that mechanical stress could be at the basis of competitive interactions between cells. By studying the interactions between *Scribble* mutants (a regulator of the apico-basal polarity) and WT MDCK cells, Wagstaff and colleagues observed an active corralling of the mutant cells by the WT cells, which led to Scribble mutant compaction and their elimination \[[@bib0120]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A). Using micropatterns to impose strict boundaries, they observed that homogenous layers of *Scribble* mutant cells grew to a lower plateau/homeostatic density (see above) compared to WT cells layers, which was concomitant with a higher rate of cell death. Importantly, the high sensitivity of *Scribble* mutant cells to compaction correlated with higher basal levels of the cell death regulator p53, which further increased upon cell compaction \[[@bib0120]\]. Those observations suggested that p53 levels could set the homeostatic pressure of cells and that *Scribble* mutant elimination could be driven by the confrontation of two cell populations with different homeostatic pressures \[[@bib0205]\]. Accordingly, downregulation of the corralling and cell migration behaviour of WT cells (through E-cad downregulation in *Scribble* mutants) slowed down but did not abolish *Scribble* mutant elimination. This suggested that the competitive elimination of Scribble mutants is both driven by their low homeostatic pressure/density compared to WT cells, and their active compaction through WT cell migration.Fig. 2Mechanical cell competition scenarios driven by boundary conditions.A: Left: Cell compaction driven by active corralling: the convergent collective migration of the green population (WT) toward the purple population (here *scribble^−/−^* mutant cells) induces cell compaction and cell death. Adapted from \[[@bib0120]\]. Right: Evolution of cell number of the two populations over time during competition (adapted from \[[@bib0120],[@bib0215]\]). B: Spontaneous compaction and cell elimination driven by local topological defects \[[@bib0290]\]. The red lines show the main local alignment of MDCK cells (behaving like a nematic liquid crystal). The red cell is the dying cell at the tip of the so called "comet like" topological defect. C: Cell compaction and cell elimination driven by clone boundary line tension \[[@bib0310]\]. Cell misspecification (here induction of an oncogene) leads to the accumulation of acto-myosin at clone boundary (red thick line). The high line tension increases pressure within the clone (see formula) and is higher for small clone radius. The high pressure drives cell elimination until the clone disappear. The same process can either eliminate pretumoural cells if they occupy a small portion of the tissue (top) or induce WT cell elimination (bottom) if the pretumoural cells occupy the majority of the tissue.Fig. 2

Similarly, recent results in the *Drosophila* pupal notum led to a reassessment of the role of effector caspases in cell extrusion. By inhibiting caspase activation in clones and in the whole tissue, we observed a drastic reduction of the rate of cell extrusion \[[@bib0115]\]. Moreover, using different live caspase activity sensors, we observed a systematic activation of effector caspases prior to cell extrusion. This suggested that effector caspase activity was required for cell extrusion. As such, cells resistant for apoptosis should be less sensitive to crowding. Accordingly, activation of the oncogene Ras (Ras^V12^) in large clones led clone expansion, neighbouring WT cell compaction and preferential elimination of WT cells \[[@bib0115]\]. The resistance of clonal cells to compaction is driven by the inhibition of the pro-apoptotic gene *hid* (Head Involution Defective) by Ras activation \[[@bib0130],[@bib0275],[@bib0280]\]. Importantly, preventing WT cell elimination (through the secretion of EGF by the clones, see below) was sufficient to slow down Ras clone expansion \[[@bib0130]\].

Those two studies \[[@bib0115],[@bib0120]\] confirmed in two independent systems that differential sensitivity to mechanical stress could be at the basis of competitive interactions, and provided the first experimental validation of the initial theoretical studies of mechanical based cell competition \[[@bib0135],[@bib0205]\]. Interestingly, those two studies already suggested that mechanical based competition could have both anti and pro-tumoural functions. While it is required for the elimination of pretumoural cells in the first case \[[@bib0120]\] (*scribble* mutants can trigger neoplastic growth \[[@bib0285]\]), it rather promotes pretumoural cell expansion through the elimination of the neighbouring WT cells in the second case \[[@bib0115],[@bib0130]\].

3. Mechanical cell competition triggered by cell migration and boundary conditions {#sec0030}
==================================================================================

We focused so far on mechanical stress generated by differential growth. However other mechanisms can generate cell compaction and cell elimination independently of growth/proliferation. As described above, compaction of *Scribble* mutant cells is also promoted by the active migration of WT cells toward the mutant cells \[[@bib0120]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A). More recently, spontaneous MDCK cell elimination was observed in zones of convergent movements \[[@bib0290]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). MDCK cells tend to align locally similar to nematic liquid crystals. However cell migration can generate spontaneous alignment defects (so called +1/2 nematic defects, comet like shape, [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B) which precede cell extrusion and cell death. Those defects correlated with a local increase of compressive forces (measured by traction force microscopy) and are sufficient to trigger caspase activation and cell extrusion \[[@bib0290]\]. Those two studies illustrate how collective cell migration can trigger cell compaction and cell elimination.

Alternatively, upregulation of tension at the interface of the two cell populations can also generate compressive forces ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C). The shape of cellular interfaces in epithelia can be well approximated by the distribution of surface tension ([Box 1](#tb0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}) \[[@bib0295]\]. In this framework, the geometry of interfaces is governed by the same laws that describe the shape of foams and bubbles. This includes the Laplace law which describes the relationship between line tension ([Box 1](#tb0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}, γ) at the interface between two fluids, the difference of pressure (ΔP) and the radius of the fluid droplet (R) : $\Delta P = \frac{2\gamma}{R}$. Laplace pressure will always exist at the interface, but its magnitude will vary depending on heterotypic adhesion strength (γ) and the curvature of the interface. This law for instance can explain the sorting and the formation of smooth boundaries between different cell lineages upon association \[[@bib0300]\]. Misspecification of cells in the wing imaginal disc also trigger sorting of the aberrant cells (circular clone shape and smooth clone boundaries) which can either lead to cell elimination \[[@bib0305], [@bib0310], [@bib0315], [@bib0320]\] or the formation of aberrant folds in the tissue (so called "cyst") \[[@bib0310],[@bib0315],[@bib0325]\]. For instance, this occurs upon local impairment of the Dpp (Decapentaplegic, the orthologue of TGF-β) pathway \[[@bib0315], [@bib0320], [@bib0325]\] or the Wg (Wingless) pathway \[[@bib0320],[@bib0330],[@bib0335]\], two well-known morphogens that regulate cell fate and cell growth in the wing disc. More recently, Bielmeier and colleagues have shown that a large range of genetic mutations (activation of JAK-STAT or Ras, downregulation of polycomb proteins) in clones could generate cell sorting for large clones, cyst formation for intermediate size or cell elimination for small clones \[[@bib0310]\]. Those modifications were all associated with an enrichment of actin and the molecular motor Myosin II on the lateral surfaces of the cells at clone boundaries, leading to an increase of clone/WT cells interfacial tension. Increasing interfacial tension at clone boundaries in a 3D vertex model is sufficient to recapitulate the different observed morphologies (sorting for large clones, cyst formation for intermediate size). The role of clone size can be elegantly explained by the Laplace law (see above and [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C): for a constant line tension, pressure will be inversely proportional to the radius of the clone. Hence small clones should experience much higher pressures than larger ones. While this was not formally tested, this suggests that misspecified cells in small clones will experience high pressure, which may cause their death and their elimination ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C). Importantly, in this framework the elimination of cells does not rely so much on their genotype and cell intrinsic properties, but rather on the proportion of tissue occupied by the mutant cells and the WT cells, which set the shape/curvature of the interface \[[@bib0310]\]. As such, it could either eliminate small patches of pretumoral cells (*e.g.*: JAK-STAT activation) or eliminate WT cells once the mutant occupies most of the tissue ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C). The relative sensitivity to compaction will only set the critical pressure, and therefore the critical clone radius, at which clones start to disappear. Other mechanisms independent of mechanics (such as contact-dependent apoptosis, see below) may also participate to cell elimination and will influence the survival of clones \[[@bib0200],[@bib0340],[@bib0345]\]. This may be particularly relevant for large clones where mechanics should be less efficient. A similar process may be involved in the elimination of isolated pretumoural cells from MDCK cell layers (so called EDAC: Epithelial Defense Against Cancer \[[@bib0350]\]). While this process was not formally connected to cell compaction and cell death, the strong role of the mechanical properties of the active Ras/WT cell interfaces (illustrated by the role of Ephrins \[[@bib0355]\], EPLIN \[[@bib0360]\] or Filamin and Vimentin \[[@bib0365]\], all impacting the levels of MyoII) and the active compaction of Ras^V12^ cells when surrounded by WT cells \[[@bib0355]\] could fit with such scenario. Interestingly, interfacial tension was also previously proposed to eliminate early metastatic cells upon seeding in a new tissue \[[@bib0205]\]. Like in the *Drosophila* wing disc, the probability of metastatic cell survival would rely on interfacial tension and the size of the cluster of metastatic cells.

In conclusion, I propose that the modulation of interfacial tension associated with cell misspecification can be at the basis of another mechanical cell competition. While the link between cell compaction, pressure and cell elimination was not formally tested in those conditions, it is very likely that the same compaction-driven death phenomenon will occur. Contrary to the first scenarios described above, this alternative mode of compaction does not rely on cell growth and could either eliminate pretumoural cells or promote their expansion depending on the proportion of tissue occupied by them.

4. Molecular pathways sensing compaction and triggering cell elimination {#sec0035}
========================================================================

As reported above, the effect of cell compaction on cell survival has been observed in many tissues. As such, there have been intensive efforts deployed to identify the mechanisms involved in compaction sensing and death induction. I will give here a brief description of the pathways involved in compaction-driven death (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} for summary). An extensive discussion of the mechanisms of compaction sensing can be found elsewhere \[[@bib0370]\].Table 1Experimental conditions and pathways involved in compaction sensing and cell death induction.Table 1Model systemCause of compactionSensing mechanismCause of cell deathReferencesMDCK cellsRelease of a stretchable substrateStretch sensitive channel PiezoAnoikis\[[@bib0165],[@bib0225]\]Zebrafish embryonic thinSpontaneous crowding (proliferation)Stretch-sensitive channel Piezo1Anoikis\[[@bib0165],[@bib0225]\]*Drosophila* pupal notumSpontaneous crowding (tissue movement)Spontaneous junction remodelingAnoikis\[[@bib0230],[@bib0270]\]*Drosophila* pupal notumSpontaneous crowding (tissue movement) and near fast growing clones (Ras^V12^)Downregulation of EGFR/ERK by tissue compactionCaspase activation, cell extrusion and apoptosis\[[@bib0115],[@bib0130]\]MDCK *Scribble* mutant and WT MDCKGrowth and collective cell movementsUpregulation of p53 by ROCK and p38 kinases upon density increaseApoptosis\[[@bib0120]\]Spontaneous MDCK extrusionTopological defects (driven by collective migration)Nuclear exclusion of YAP driven by compressive forcesCaspase activation, cell extrusion and apoptosis\[[@bib0290]\]Murine mammary carcinoma cells spheroidGrowth in a confined environmentUnknownMitochondrial apoptotic pathway and necrosis\[[@bib0260]\]Glioma cellOsmotic stressVolume sensing (pathway unknown)Caspase activation\[[@bib0250]\]

The first observation of compaction-driven extrusion in epithelia initially suggested that the process was independent of caspases and apoptosis \[[@bib0225],[@bib0230]\]. In MDCK cells and in the zebrafish tail, crowding-induced extrusion relies on the activation of the stretch-activated channel Piezo1 \[[@bib0225]\]. Accordingly, inhibition of Piezo1 by caged morpholinos led to a cell mass accumulation in the Zebrafish embryonic tail, while inhibition of stretch-activated channels with Gadolinium strongly reduced extrusion upon MDCK cell crowding. However, crowding extrusion is likely to be regulated by other unknown factors since Ca^2+^ influx (which should occur downstream of Piezo activation) is not sufficient to trigger extrusion \[[@bib0165]\]. Alternatively, crowding extrusion in the *Drosophila* pupal notum was initially proposed to be driven by spontaneous junction remodelings \[[@bib0230]\] which could be modulated by junctional tension ([Box 1](#tb0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}) in the tissue \[[@bib0270]\].

In other systems, compaction-driven death has been associated with caspase dependent death and apoptosis. Cell volume reduction by osmotic stress triggers the activation of Caspases 3,8 and 9 and apoptosis \[[@bib0250]\]. Similarly, cell elimination induced at the center of compressed spheroid is both driven by necrosis and Bcl2 (an apoptosis inhibitor) dependent apoptosis \[[@bib0260]\]. Those results suggested that isotropic compaction can elicit the mitochondrial dependent apoptosis pathway and suggest that some sensing mechanisms must relate compression to caspase activity. The spontaneous extrusion of MDCK cells driven by topological defects can be blocked by the pan caspase inhibitor Z-VAD-FMK and is preceded by Caspase 3 activation (visualized with a live marker) \[[@bib0290]\]. Caspase activation is driven by the nuclear exclusion of YAP (Yes Associated Kinase) \[[@bib0290]\], the pro-survival transcriptional co-activator inhibited by the Hippo pathway. Hippo pathway is a central regulator of cell growth and cell survival and is one of the best documented examples of pathways modulated by cell shape and cell mechanics \[[@bib0015]\]. Hippo pathway is inhibited by cell stretching \[[@bib0140],[@bib0375],[@bib0380]\], while it can be activated by contact inhibition and tissue densification \[[@bib0385]\]. Similarly, upregulation of cell proliferation/growth in clones in *Drosophila* wing disc generates compressive forces that lead to an upregulation of Hippo pathway in the clones, which feedbacks negatively on clonal growth \[[@bib0155]\]. The same feedback may occur during normal development of the wing disc where a progressive upregulation of Hippo correlates with the progressive densification of the tissue \[[@bib0390]\]. As mentioned previously, elimination of *Scribble* mutant MDCK cells by WT cells is driven by their compaction and the subsequent upregulation of p53 \[[@bib0120]\]. This upregulation is driven by the stress kinase p38 and the upregulation of ROCK (an activator of Myosin II) \[[@bib0120]\]. More recently, we found that the EGFR/ERK pathway is a central regulator of cell survival in the *Drosophila* pupal notum through the inhibition of the pro-apoptotic gene *hid* \[[@bib0130]\]. Using a new live sensor of ERK, we showed that ectopic tissue stretching/compaction could upregulate/downregulate transiently ERK activity. More importantly, activation of Ras in clones led to the compaction and downregulation of ERK in the neighbouring WT cells. This eventually leads to caspase activation, WT cell extrusion and further Ras clone expansion \[[@bib0130]\]. While we still do not know the molecular basis of the compaction-driven ERK downregulation, those results are in agreement with several reports showing that ERK can be activated by cell/tissue stretching and/or an increase of tension \[[@bib0165],[@bib0395], [@bib0400], [@bib0405], [@bib0410]\]

Altogether, these results suggest that the compaction sensing mechanisms and the routes used for cell elimination can be quite different depending on the tissue context, the amplitude and timescale of tissue deformations. Yet, they clearly show that several pro-survival and pro-apoptotic pathways can be modulated by changes in cell geometry or changes in tension.

5. Mechanical-based and biochemical-based competition: synergies and antagonisms {#sec0040}
================================================================================

We focused so far on the competitive eliminations driven by mechanical stress. However, cell elimination during competition can also be driven by diffusive factors \[[@bib0415],[@bib0420]\] or by contact-dependent apoptosis induction \[[@bib0200],[@bib0340],[@bib0345],[@bib0425]\]. What is the relationship between those biochemical based eliminations and mechanical based eliminations? In principle, mechanical competition driven by differential growth should mostly act in synergy with the other mechanisms of cell elimination. Indeed, most of the genetic backgrounds associated with mechanical based competition (activation of Ras \[[@bib0115],[@bib0130]\], activation of Yki \[[@bib0125]\], Scribble mutants \[[@bib0120],[@bib0215]\]) have also been associated with contact dependent elimination or diffusion based elimination. For instance, Ras and Yki activation can trigger the accumulation of the proto-oncogene Myc \[[@bib0430],[@bib0435]\], a well-known regulator of contact dependent competition \[[@bib0080],[@bib0085],[@bib0200],[@bib0440]\]. Similarly, *scribble* mutant clones are eliminated through the contact-dependent activation of JNK pathway in *Drosophila* \[[@bib0345]\]. In these situations, contact and diffusive factors will promote the elimination of the same population as the one driven by mechanical stress. While the relative contribution of those phenomenons was never clearly studied, one can already predict that they will not be favoured in the same conditions. Indeed, contact-dependent cell elimination is enhanced by the high surface of contact between the two cell types \[[@bib0200]\] and the life-time of those contacts \[[@bib0340]\]. Overall, a high degree of cell mixing will favour contact-dependent mechanisms \[[@bib0200]\], while junction remodelings will prevent accumulation of mechanical stress driven by differential growth (see above). Alternatively, the high compactness of clones and the sorting behaviour associated with Ras activation \[[@bib0445]\] should reduce the contribution of contact-dependent elimination. The situations is even more complex for mechanical competition driven by boundary conditions. Here mechanical stress may act in the opposite direction compared to competitive elimination driven by biochemical cues. For instance, small activated Ras clones can be eliminated from *Drosophila* wing discs by Laplace pressure \[[@bib0310]\], while Ras should increase cell aggressiveness through the induction of Myc \[[@bib0435]\] and induce neighbouring cell elimination. Since the increase of line tension at clone boundaries promotes cell sorting and reduces the surface of contact between the two populations, contact-based elimination should be poorly effective in those conditions. Yet, the contribution of diffusive factors should still be significant and may alter the outcome of mechanical competition driven by boundary contrains.

In summary, the different modes of competition should coexist and may either act in synergy to eliminate one population, or may act antagonistically. The geometry of the interface between the two populations, the size of the clones as well as the mechanical properties of the surrounding tissue (*e.g.*: proportion of junction remodeling) will modulate the relative contribution of contact-based, diffusive-based and mechanical-based elimination. Assessing the relative contribution of each phenomenon remains very difficult at this stage as it would require the characterization of unique molecular players that can completely shut down one type of competition and not the others.

6. Solid stress in tumor and the impact of mechanical cell competition on tumour progression {#sec0045}
============================================================================================

Having discussed the theoretical concepts and the experimental validations of mechanical cell competition, it remains unclear whether this process could occur in solid tumours. While the existence of mechanical cell competition has not been formally tested in real tumour, I will try to assess here whether the key ingredients required for such competition are indeed present in tumours and discuss its potential effect on tumour initiation and tumour progression.

6.1. Characterisation of solid stress in tumours {#sec0050}
------------------------------------------------

Despite the high rate of proliferation of tumour cells, tumours do not grow exponentially. Many tumour growth curves are rather sigmoid and characterised by an early acceleration of volume expansion, followed by a slow-down and a plateau phase \[[@bib0450],[@bib0455]\]. This dynamics can be well fit with a Gompertz growth model, named after a British mathematician who was studying the rate of mortality in the 19th century \[[@bib0460]\]. While this halt of cell proliferation has been associated with a deprivation of nutrients and oxygen \[[@bib0465]\], other studies have proposed that mechanical constrains and compression may also halt tumour expansion \[[@bib0255],[@bib0470]\]. The first experimental characterization of the compressive forces generated by tumour expansion was performed *in vitro* using human colon adenocarcinoma cell spheroid embedded in agarose gels with known stifness ([Box 1](#tb0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}) \[[@bib0255]\]. In this set up, spheroid growth rate was anti-correlated with the agar stiffness, and the final spheroid size could be well predicted by the final mechanical stress surrounding the spheroid. Interestingly, the pressure on the agar gel was increasing up to 45--120 mmHg (6--16 kPa), which in principle should be sufficient to collapse tumour blood vessels \[[@bib0255]\] as observed in many solid tumours *in vivo* \[[@bib0050]\]. Later studies confirmed that compressive forces could downregulate spheroid growth \[[@bib0150],[@bib0260],[@bib0265],[@bib0470]\]. While those *in vitro* studies confirmed that the stress generated by tumour growth could feedback negatively on growth, they do not demonstrate that solid stress can indeed accumulate in tumours *in vivo*. The existence of solid stress *in vivo* was confirmed by several independent methods. Partial elimination of human tumour cells using Diphteria toxin could reduce cell density and was sufficient to increase the fraction of open blood and lymphatic vessels in human-tumour xenografts \[[@bib0475]\]. This is in agreement with a build-up of pressure in tumour generated by cell proliferation. Alternatively, the analysis of human tumour relaxation upon incision has been used to measure stored elastic energy. Residual stress generated by differential growth should lead to the isotropic compression of the internal tissue and an increase of tension tangential to the tumour mass \[[@bib0050]\] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, a planar cut of excised tumours revealed a contraction of the periphery and bulging out of the central tissue, in agreement with the expected distribution of compression and tension \[[@bib0480],[@bib0485]\] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Assuming a constant elastic modulus in the tumour, the stored energy has been estimated using finite element modeling (*e.g.*: 0.4--8 kPa for murine tumors \[[@bib0480]\]), and is in good agreement with the pressure estimated in spheroids \[[@bib0255]\]. Alternative modes of measurements have confirmed later those ranges of values (tumour slicing, punch of a cylindric void in the tumour) \[[@bib0485],[@bib0490]\]. Altogether, those studies confirmed that the accumulation of solid stress is a common phenomenon in solid tumours.Fig. 3Experimental characterisation of the solid stress in tumours.Left: Expected solid stress accumulated in a solid tumour. Cells are compressed in the center isotropically, while cells at the periphery are stretched tangentially and compacted radially. Middle: Cuting the tumour along the long axis will release the stress. Right: Stress release induces the bulging of the central part (black arrows, compressed zone) and constriction of the periphery (green arrows, stretched area). Adapted from \[[@bib0480]\]Fig. 3

6.2. Competition for space with the stroma and the neighbouring healthy cells {#sec0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The accumulation of solid stress in tumours and in the neighbouring tissue could be compatible with a mechanically-driven elimination of the neighbouring cells. However, there is up to know very few studies reporting apoptosis in vicinity of human tumours. A recent report has depicted cleaved-caspase 3 (Cas3) positive cells in the stroma near human colon tumours, breast tumours, lymph node metastasis, lung tumours and brain tumours \[[@bib0495]\]. The accumulation of Cas3 positive cells correlated with the levels of c-Myc and the nuclear accumulation of YAP in the tumours. This suggested that the proportion of apoptotic cells near tumours may have been underestimated so far. The low sensitivity of most of the assay to detect apoptosis and the absence of data on the very early phases of tumour expansion may prevent a systematic evaluation of the rate of apoptosis near solid tumours. Very recently, neuron death was observed in vicinity of nodular brain tumours in mice \[[@bib0500]\]. Cell death could be reduced by compression release through brain surgery, or by protecting neurons through lithium treatment. Both treatments led to an improvement of motor coordination \[[@bib0500]\], suggesting that compression-driven neuronal death can cause neurological dysfunction. Interestingly, the shape of the tumour/stroma interface also correlates with different prognosis. For instance, patients with liver metastasis showing smooth boundaries with a so called "pushing" morphology (deformation of the neighbouring parenchyma) have worst prognosis compared to patients showing a desmoplastic growth (where a rim of collagen surround the tumour) \[[@bib0505],[@bib0510]\]. Similarly nodular human brain tumours forming smooth boundaries have worst prognosis compared to tumours with ill-defined margins \[[@bib0500]\]. Those correlations suggest that the compaction of the neighbouring tissue may be associated with worst prognosis and could be compatible with mechanical cell competition with the neighbouring cells. Moreover, several reports already suggested that tumour cells respond differentially to mechanical stimuli compared to non-transformed cells. For instance, the rate of apoptosis increases for normal NIH3T3 on softer substrates, while *H-ras* transformed cells are unaffected \[[@bib0515]\]. Similarly, while normal thyroid cells adjust their elastic modulus to substrate stiffness, cancer thyroid cells do not \[[@bib0520]\]. Altogether, those studies suggested that all the ingredients of mechanical cell competition are present in human solid tumours. However, the correlation between healthy cell deformation and their elimination was not evaluated, and the contribution of stromal/non-transformed cell death to tumour expansion was never assessed.

6.3. Intratumoural competition for space {#sec0060}
----------------------------------------

While mechanical cell competition between human tumours and the neighbouring healthy cells remains very hypothetical at this stage, there are currently more evidences for the existence of intratumoural competition ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). The rate of apoptosis in tumour spheroid correlates positively with boundary pressure for murine mammary carcinoma cells \[[@bib0260]\].Compression-driven elimination can be downregulated by Bcl2 \[[@bib0260]\], suggesting that the sensitivity to the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway could modulate the sensitivity to compressive stress. Recent advances in single cell sequencing have revealed a high diversity of genetic backgrounds and very complex clonal dynamics within a tumour \[[@bib0525], [@bib0530], [@bib0535]\]. This could be compatible with differential sensitivity to mechanical stress and may be at the basis of clonal competitive interactions within a tumour. Competitive processes between tumour cells have been widely discussed and studied theoretically \[[@bib0540], [@bib0545], [@bib0550]\], mostly in the framework of clonal interference: namely the reduction of a clonal population growth and survival by another one \[[@bib0555]\]. Yet, only few studies have clearly characterized competitive interactions between clones \[[@bib0560],[@bib0565]\], and none of them have demonstrated the role of spatial constrains and mechanical inputs in such competition. Alternatively, intratumoural competition is also reflected by the process of entosis: the engulfment of a living cell by its neighbor \[[@bib0570],[@bib0575]\]. However this process relies on differences in cortical tension between neighbouring cells rather than compressive forces \[[@bib0570],[@bib0580]\]. Altogether, those observations strongly suggest that competition for space could be very relevant for clonal competition within a tumour, but a better characterisation of the interactions between clones and the impact of spatial restrictions on those interactions is still missing. What would be then the consequences of such competition on tumour progression? Here again, competitive interactions may have opposing consequences depending on the structure of the tumoural cell population. On one hand, competition for space within the tumour may select for more aggressive clonal population which will overall increase the fitness and the growth of the tumour as a whole \[[@bib0585]\] ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}A). Intratumoural competition may also promote the emergence of drug resistant populations which will prevent tumour collapse upon treatment \[[@bib0550]\] ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}A). On the other hand, competition for space may eliminate suboptimal cell populations which may not be very proliferative by themselves, but may globally promote tumour growth ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}B). This was nicely illustrated in the case of breast cancer where a minor cell subpopulation can promote global tumour growth through the secretion of the Interleukin 11 \[[@bib0560]\]. Accordingly tumour growth can be significantly reduced if this population is outcompeted by faster proliferating competitors. Finally, competition for space could prevent the emergence of drug resistant populations if drug-resistant cells have a lower homeostatic pressure and are outcompeted by non-resistant cells in the absence or at low doses of treatment ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}C). This was theoretically and experimentally validated for CDK inhibitors treatment on colorectal cancer cells \[[@bib0590]\]. Here spatial competition reduces the fitness of the drug resistant population and their capacity to replace drug responsive cells during low dose treatment. Note that all those principles could equally apply for contact-dependent and diffusion based competition between chemoresponsive and chemoresistant cells.Fig. 4Competition for space between tumour clones.Visualisation of multiple tumoural clones in a constrained solid tumour (black arrow). Competition for space drives the expansion of the purple clone at the expanse of the other clones. The potential consequences on tumour survival/expansion is listed below. **A:** The selection for aggressive clones globally increases the rate of tumour expansion and may favour chemoresitant populations **B:** Spatial competition leads to the elimination of suboptimal, yet highly beneficial clones (green clone, orange arrows: secreted pro-survival factor). This can lead to tumour collapse if this population is absolutely required for tumour growth/survival. **C:** Spatial competition can lead to the elimination of chemoresistant clones (green clone), especially if they are less competitive in absence of treatment. Adaptive therapy (by alternating treatment and pauses) may lead to the full elimination of the chemoresistant population and eventually tumour disappearance once the resistant cells are fully eliminated. Red arrows show either the relative expansion of the resistant population during treatment or its reduction during pauses.Fig. 4

6.4. Therapeutic avenues {#sec0065}
------------------------

While the contribution of spatial competition to tumour initiation and progression remains hypothetical at this stage, one can already discuss whether any relevant therapeutic strategy could emerge from this concept. Two strategies may be applied to overcome/alter spatial competition: modulating the mechanical environment of the tumour, or modulating the pathway involved in compaction sensing and death induction. Once again, these two strategies may have opposing consequences on tumour progression. Pressure release was previously applied on tumour xenograft through targeted tumour cell elimination and a reduction of cell density \[[@bib0475]\]. While this may promote further tumour expansion through space release, this could also facilitate drug delivery through blood vessel opening \[[@bib0050]\]. Mechanical insulation of tumour cells through increased line tension at tumour boundary would be another efficient way to increase pressure within a tumour and to slow-down tumour expansion. However, there is to my knowledge no easy way to modulate specifically tumour/healty cells interface tension without affecting key regulators of cell survival/proliferation \[[@bib0445]\]. Alternatively, targeting the compaction sensing pathway may help to prevent neighbouring cell elimination and slow down tumour expansion. Accordingly, mild activation of the EGFR/ERK pathways in cells neighbouring pretumoural clones (constitutive activation of Ras) can significantly slow down clone expansion \[[@bib0130]\]. Similarly, global inhibition of apoptosis can prevent neoplastic growth of pretumoural clones in the *Drosophila* midgut \[[@bib0595]\] and in the wing imaginal disc \[[@bib0600]\]. Preventing neuronal death through lithium treatment also reduces neurological dysfunctions associated with brain tumours in mice \[[@bib0500]\]. As discussed above, this may also have an impact on intratumoural competition whose consequences on tumour growth is much more difficult to predict. Finally, since compaction-driven death may also be required to eliminate early pretumoural cells, targeting compaction sensing pathways may promote new tumour appearance on longer time scales. To conclude, the development of new therapeutic strategies would require a fine assessment of all these effects. The design of a successful treatment would probably rely on the capacity to precisely control in time and space the prevalence of mechanical cell competition.

7. Conclusions {#sec0070}
==============

While we start to have several experimental proofs of the concept of mechanical cell competition, there are still many fundamental questions which have not been fully addressed so far. This includes a better molecular and physical characterization of the compaction sensing mechanisms \[[@bib0370]\], a better assessment of the conditions in which competition for space can occur (genetic background and tissue context), as well as the prevalence of mechanical competition during normal development and tissue homeostasis. As described in the last section of this review, many independent observations suggest that competition for space may occur during tumour initiation and tumour expansion. All the theoretical ingredients required for mechanical cell competition have been described in solid tumours (differential growth and mechanical stress, differential sensitivity to mechanical stress, apoptosis and cell death), and this process is very likely to occur both within the tumour (intratumoural competition) and at the interface between the tumour and the healthy tissue. A better understanding of the impact of spatial constrains on cell competition is therefore highly relevant for the understanding of cancer. In light of the multiple and opposing effects of mechanical cell competition, modeling and experimental approaches clearly incorporating spatial constrains, tumour heterogeneity and the interactions with the neighbouring tissues will be absolutely required to better evaluate those opposing effects. A combination of *in silico* studies incorporating genetic evolution and mechanical inputs, *in vitro* studies using mosaic cell culture in 3D spheroid with tunable pressures, and *in vivo* studies in model organisms with mosaic analysis will help to tackle those burning and exciting questions.
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